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Abstract. Advances in information and communication technologies have contributed to the in-
creasing use of virtual learning environments as support tools in teaching and learning processes.
Virtual platforms generate a large volume of educational data, and the analysis of this data allows
useful information discoveries to improve learning and assist institutions in reducing disqualifica-
tions and dropouts in distance education courses. This article presents the results of a systematic
mapping study aiming to identify how educational data mining, learning analytics, and collabo-
rative groups have been applied in distance education environments. Articles were searched from
2010 to June 2020, initially resulting in 55,832 works. The selection of 51 articles for complete
reading in order to answer the research questions considered a group of inclusion and exclusion
criteria. Main results indicated that 53% of articles (27/51) offered intelligent services in the field
of distance education, 47% (24/51) applied methods and analysis techniques in distance education
environments, 21% (11/51) applied methods and analysis techniques focused on virtual learning
environments logs, and 5% (3/51) presented intelligent collaborative services for identification and
creation of groups. This article also identified research interest clusters with highlights for the terms
recommendation systems, data analysis, e-learning, educational data mining, e-learning platform
and learning management system.
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1. Introduction

Contemporary society is undergoing significant changes, especially the emergence of dig-
ital technologies that permeate and affect different social instances, such as the educational
sphere. As a result, education has been provoked to rethink its methodologies and give new
meaning to its practices by the connective use of multiple technologies in school environ-
ments, as subsidiary resources for teaching-learning processes in the digital age.

As indicated by Brown (2011), the advance of distance learning is characterized by the
technological contribution available in Virtual Learning Environments (VLE), also known
as Learning Management Systems (LMS). The LMS enhances the dynamism, proactivity,
and personalization of the teaching-learning process, allowing the interaction between the
agents of the process and the interactive use of the available study material.

In general, the number of connected devices showed exponential growth. If the focus
is placed on access to VLE, this phenomenon also applies, generating large volumes of
data as discussed by Cambruzzi et al. (2015). The data generated by the VLE can be
used to analyze the behavior and predict students’ performance and obtain improvements
in the educational process. In addition to enabling interaction and interactivity, virtual
environments provide a large amount of information that can be considered valuable to
analyze behavior and predict student performance, therefore improving the educational
process using appropriate data analysis techniques.

Learning Analytics (LA) is defined by Chatti et al. (2012) as collection, analysis, and
use of large amounts of data and information from students to improve the understanding
of their behaviors and contexts, and improve learning results, increasing the efficiency and
effectiveness of the institution. For Ferguson et al. (2016), LA consists of collecting and
analyzing user data associated with student learning. In turn, Long and Siemens (2014)
indicate that LA is defined as the measurement, collection, analysis, and reporting of data
on students and their learning contexts in order to understand and optimize learning and
the environment in which it occurs.

According to McAfee and Brynjolfsson (2012), computer systems used to manage
students in schools and universities worldwide are increasing. The data generated by the
use of systems such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and LMS have rich and useful
information that can be used strategically to support student behavior diagnosis.

According to Siemens (2013), LA’s use allows dealing with aspects such as visual-
ization of grades and student interaction, generation of behavior patterns and creation of
alternative support to learning activities. The goal of LA is to observe and understand
learning behaviors in order to enable appropriate interventions, and these interventions
can be performed through intelligent systems. According to Brown (2011) the reports
generated by LA can be useful for instructors (student activities and progress), students
(feedback on their progress), and administrators (for example, possible course aggrega-
tions and course progress information).

This article presents the results of a systematic mapping study that aims to understand
how LA and intelligent services have been applied in distance education environments.
The study has a specific focus on how learning analytics can organize collaborative groups
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of learners to enhance learning. The research was carried out in five databases resulting in
55,832 articles. After applications of inclusion and exclusion criteria, 51 articles were se-
lected for complete reading and analysis in order to answer the research questions outlined
in the methodological process.

The article is structured in four sections. The first section contextualized the theme
and presented the current scenario. In turn, section 2 defines the research methodology.
Section 3 comments on the results for each search question. Section 4 presents the final
considerations and, finally, the references are listed.

2. Methodological Procedures

Systematic mapping study was used as methodology for developing this work because,
according to Budgen et al. (2008) and Petersen et al. (2015), this methodology provides
an overview of the studies and their results. The mapping presents the following steps in
its execution:
a. Definition of research questions;
b. Definition of the search process;
c. Definition of inclusion and exclusion criteria;
d. Execution of analysis and classification of results.

2.1. Research Questions

Table 1 presents the research questions associated with each category and divided into
three groups: General Questions (GQ), Focal Questions (FQ), and Statistical Questions
(SQ).

Table 1
Research Questions

ID Questions Categories

General Questions

GQ1 What methods/techniques of data analysis have been applied in
distance education environments?

Methods/techniques of data
analysis

GQ2 What benefits have been obtained for students, teachers and man-
agers through data analysis in distance education? Benefits

Focal Questions

FQ1 Are theremethods/techniques of data analysis that have been using
historical log records of students in the field of distance education? Historical log records

FQ2 Are there intelligent services for collaborative groups of learners
in the field of distance education?

Collaborative intelligent ser-
vices

FQ3 What are the perceived trends? Trends
Statistical Questions
SQ1 In which databases were the articles published? Databases
SQ2 Where were the works developed? Work countries

The general questions provide insight into the methods and techniques of data analysis
and benefits offered by students, teachers and managers by analyzing data on education in
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distance education. Focal questions analyze methods and techniques of data analysis that
use historical student records, publication trends, and collaborative intelligent services in
distance education. FQ2 addresses specific services for forming and managing collabo-
rative groups of learners. The statistical questions present the countries where the works
were conducted and in which databases the articles were published.

2.2. Search terms

The study of terms for the definition of the search string was based on the words: Distance,
Education, Learning, Educational, Intelligent Services, Environment, Data Analysis, Data
Science and DataMining. The defined terms were joined by the boolean expressions AND
and OR and divided into three sets of interests.

Table 2 presents the major and search terms that compose the search string used to re-
trieve articles from databases. The major terms encompass the most relevant terms present
in the research questions.

Table 2
Search string

Major Terms Search Terms

Distance learning (Distance learning OR Distance education OR E-Learning OR online education OR Educa-
tional technology OR virtual learning environment OR learning management system)
AND

Learning Analytics (Learning Analytics OR learning analytic OR data analysis OR data Science OR educational
data mining OR learning data mining OR academic data mining OR school data mining)
AND

Intelligent services (smart services OR smart service OR smart methods OR Intelligent service OR intelligent task
OR intelligent systems OR Smart processes OR Intelligent processes)

Table 3 shows the databases in which the search string was executed, and the number
of articles initially found.

Table 3
Databases searched

Databases Initial Search

ACM Digital Library 45.969
IEEE Xplore Digital Library 6.519
ScienceDirect 3.487
Springer Library 3.036
Scopus 308

2.3. Definition of inclusion and exclusion criteria

Table 4 presents the inclusion and exclusion criteria applied in the article selection process.
The criteria were used to choose the studies most aligned with the research questions and
also, to exclude noise generated by the search.
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Table 4
Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Ref. Criteria

Inclusion criteria (IC)
IC1 Publications with complete content.
IC2 Publications in conferences, journals and workshops.
IC3 Publications that have methods of data analysis applied in distance education.
IC4 Publications that offer some kind of intelligent service for the area of distance education.
IC5 Publications from 2010 to June 2020.
Exclusion criteria (EC)
EC1 Publications leading up to 2010.
EC2 Publications with language other than English.
EC3 Theses, dissertations, abstracts, books and systematic reviews.
EC4 Publications not related to the research theme.
EC5 Articles related to short courses.
EC6 Duplicate publications.

Figure 1 shows the complete filtering process. The initial filtering removed the impu-
rities using the exclusion criteria EC1, EC2 and EC3. Then, the texts were filtered by EC4
considering title and keywords. Finally, the studies were filtered according to the abstracts
using EC4 and EC5. This process resulted in 58 articles. Seven duplicate texts were ex-
cluded according to EC6, resulting in 51 works. The steps of addition by heuristics and
filter by the three-pass method did not include articles, resulting the complete filtering
on 51 articles that were read in full to ensure their suitability for this systematic mapping
study.

Figure 1. Initial search, application of criteria, join, removal and result.

3. Results and Discussions

Table 5 presents the list of 51 selected articles, containing reference, year of publication,
countries of authors, database of the publication and summary on the focus of the article.
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The first column also contains a numerical ID for the articles, which will be used through-
out the text to simplify the writing and figures. The next section discusses the results of the
literature review, describing the articles that answered the research questions according to
the analysis methodology.

3.1. GQ1 - What data analysis methods / techniques (Data Science) have been applied
in distance education environments?

Among the 51 selected articles, 47% (24/51) contain methods/techniques of data analysis
applied to distance education. Olivé et al. (2018) proposed the creation of software struc-
tures for the development of educational data mining forecasting models (EDM) and LA
capable of predicting which students are at risk of abandoning a course before its comple-
tion. These models allow educators to take appropriate intervention measures before the
end of the course.

In the evaluation and use of predicted models of Supervised Learning in LMS, the
main elements of the prediction models were abstracted and incorporated in an analytical
structure for Moodle.

The software framework manages the complete cycle that predictive models follow
until they are used in production. This includes resource calculations and labels of raw
LMS database data, normalization, resource engineering, model evaluation, and ready-
to-generate insights for forecast users The software framework presented by the authors
provides a foundation for the development of EDM and LA prediction models. The frame-
work simplifies the implementation of new prediction models in online educational con-
texts.

Chaffai et al. (2017) created an architecture of the scalable ETL pipeline infrastruc-
ture, using Spark in Hadoop Yarn as their main computing mechanism that can provide
new data for reactive panels in order to summarize student interactions. The system design
illustrates the data pipeline from which to collect data, transform, analyze, store and de-
ploy the model in production to report the analysis results. The authors used an approach
based on Big Data to design a modern data pipeline in real time. The authors adopted the
Hadoop and Spark association to build a distributed storage and computing mechanism
by combining Apache Flume with Kafka to move a large amount of data from the Moodle
database.

According to the authors, this solution does not affect moodle platform performance
compared to existing solutions that use platform capabilities to produce statistics. The so-
lution proposed by the authors is not limited to data structured as a MySQL database. The
flexible architecture of the different layers can be adjusted to different user tracking data
structures generated by different e-learning platforms. Experiments were used with the
moodle virtual environment data and the results confirmed the efficiency of the proposed
solution.
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Table 5
List of mapped articles

ID References/Authors Countries Source Analytics Models/Decision Making Method.

1 Altaf et al. (2019) Pakistan/ New Zealand/ Malaysia ACM Neural Networks.
2 Anaya et al. (2013) Spain ACM Recommendation system based on an ID.
3 Balderas et al. (2013) Spain ACM Domain-specific language.
4 Chaffai et al. (2017) Morocco ACM Pipeline infrastructure architecture.
5 Chanaa and Faddouli (2018) Morocco IEEE Custom template.

6 Chang and Chu (2010) China ScienceDirect Behavioral learning model based on Learning
Behavioral Petri Nets (LBPN).

7 Chen et al. (2020) China / France IEEE Improved recommendation method.
8 Clarizia et al. (2018) Italy ACM Mixed term chart (MGTs).
9 Dahdouh et al. (2018) Morocco SPRINGER Learning systems.
10 Dahdouh et al. (2019) Morocco SPRINGER System of recommendation of courses.
11 Dimopoulos et al. (2013) Greece ACM Evaluation tool.
12 El Fouki et al. (2017) Morocco ACM Decision-making system to help instructors.

13 El Moustamid et al. (2017) Morocco ACM System capable of analyzing the profile of stu-
dents and indexing videos on the Web.

14 Florian et al. (2011) Spain/ Netherlands/ Colombia SPRINGER Prototype.
15 Graf et al. (2011) Canada ACM Academic Analysis Tool (AAT).
16 Guo et al. (2020) China ACM Learning Analytics-based method.

17 Hamada (2012) Japan SPRINGER Model of an e-learning system based on
Java2D Technology.

18 Huang et al. (2019) China/USA ACM Deep Reinforcement Learning Structure.
19 Hussain et al. (2018) China / India / Greece ACM Statistical technique of machine learning.

20 Iqbal et al. (2019) England / Pakistan / Korea IEEE Algorithm - Kernel Context Recommenda-
tion System.

21 Islam et al. (2019) Saudi Arabia ACM Data mining techniques such as grouping and
binding.

22 Joy et al. (2019) India ACM Ontology model.
23 Jovanović et al. (2020) Serbia/ Australia/ United States ACM Explanatory model of student behavior.
24 Kapembe and Quenum (2019) Namibia ACM Hybrid Recommendation (RS).
25 Kim and Kim (2020) Korea IEEE Individualized Artificial Intelligence Tutor.
26 Kolekar et al. (2018) Índia ScienceDirect Custom interface.

27 Kotsiantis et al. (2010) Greece ScienceDirect
System that combines an incremental version
of Naive Bayes, the algorithms 1-NN and
WINNOW.

28 Kozierkiewicz-Hetmańska and
Zyśk (2013) Poland SPRINGER Algorithm based on the technique of opti-

mization of ant colonies.
29 Lagman and Mansul (2017) Philippines ACM Capture system.
30 Lara et al. (2014) Spain SCOPUS Educational Data Mining System (EDMS).
31 Lavoie and Proulx (2019) Canada ACM Learning management system (LMS).
32 Manhães et al. (2014) Brazil ACM WAVE architecture.
33 Okubo et al. (2017) Japan ACM Recurrent Neural Network (RNN).
34 Olivé et al. (2018) Australia ACM Software frameworks.

35 Omar and Abdesselam (2017) Algeria ACM Clustering algorithms applied to an e-
learning platform.

36 Peñafiel et al. (2018) Ecuador/ Spain ACM Computational techniques such as text mining
and sentiment analysis.

37 Qu et al. (2018) China IEEE Student performance prediction structure.
38 Olanrewaju et al. (2016) Malaysia / India SCOPUS Distributed Feedback Analysis Engine.

39 Rayón et al. (2014) Spain ACM System (SCALA - Scalable Competency As-
sessment.

40 Ros et al. (2017) Spain ACM Algorithm (Main Component Analysis).
41 Sharma and Ahuja (2016) India ACM Semantic recommendation.
42 Sorour et al. (2015) Japan ACM Methods based on a statistical class.
43 Spatiotis et al. (2018) Greece/United Kingdom ACM Mining platform.

44 Thai-Nghe et al. (2010) Germany ScienceDirect Recommendation system techniques for edu-
cational data mining.

45 Uzir et al. (2020) United Kingdom/ Australia/ Serbia ACM
Complementary techniques - hierarchical
cluster agglomeration, epistemic analysis of
networks and process mining.

46 Venugopalan et al. (2016) India ACM Content-based recommendation system.
47 Wang et al. (2019) China IEEE Intelligent teaching assistant system.
48 Yang et al. (2014) China IEEE Pattern recognition technique.
49 Zakrzewska (2012) Poland SPRINGER Agent-based recommendation system.
50 Zaoudi and Belhadaoui (2020) Morocco ACM Learner Behavior Analytics model (LBA).
51 Zorrilla et al. (2010) Spain ACM System oriented to results analysis.
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Qu et al. (2018) also created a student performance prediction structure, which in-
cludes processing using data in the data warehouse. They proposed a layer-supervised
multilayer perceptron (MLP) method to predict student performance and the oversights
provided to each corresponding hidden layer of the MLP to improve student performance.
Student behavior patterns, including previous course grades and web records, were con-
sidered to find the relationship between behaviors and student performance.

The projected framework includes data processing and student performance, explores
behaviors, and builds multi-level ratings to improve student performance prediction. The
experiment involved 455 students from a given school. The work compared the proposed
method with four algorithms, being Naive Bayes (NB), Logistic Regression (LR), Support
Vector Machine (SVM), and Perceptron Multi-Layer (MLP). The result showed that the
structure designed by the authors obtained the best performance.

Zorrilla et al. (2010) presented a system oriented to the analysis of results for different
e-learning platforms. The systemwas designed based on amodular architecture to perform
the pre-processing tasks related to the application of data mining algorithms and to store
this data in the data warehouse database. The authors made use of three open-source data
mining software packages, being RapidMiner, Weka and Keel.

In this work the authors proposed a decision-making system which didn’t require prior
knowledge of data mining. The system prepared the entry file according to a model or
standard, interpreted the results, and adopted the necessary educational measures, such
as new activities, new content, new information, debates, among others, thus promoting
improvements in the teaching and learning process.

The article presents two main challenges, first, determining the input variables, the
technique, and the parameters with which to perform the algorithms to answer the teach-
ers’ questions; and, secondly, the work defines a graphical interface that allows instructors
to interpret the results easily.

According to Ros et al. (2017), by analyzing the different parameters recorded by the
logging system and the structure of the content in Moodle for an online course, it is possi-
ble to classify them into different learning traits. These characteristics allow users to ana-
lyze the students ’learning behavior and classify them to understand how they are learning,
how to improve the structure of the content and the students’ grades. Therefore, helping
students to minimize inappropriate practices, detect abandonment, and the loneliness of
the student who takes a distance course.

Ros et al. (2017) implemented Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm to re-
duce the data parameters and study the most representative ones in the classification of
the students’ behavior, thus reducing the dimensionality of the data sets. The authors per-
formed the classification of the learning behavior of the students by proposing five dif-
ferent traits: general course information, learning resources, evaluations, interaction tools
and implications of the students.

Sorour et al. (2015) proposed new methods based on a latent statistical class for the
task of forecasting the student’s grade. Themethods convert student comments using latent
semantic analysis (LSA) and probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA). They generate
prediction models using support vector machine and artificial neural network to predict
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students’ final grades. The authors applied text mining techniques on comments in a course
with 15 classes to predict students’ grades.

The work used LSA and PLSA models to understand the students’ attitudes and learn-
ing situations. LSA constructs a conceptual vector space in which each comment is rep-
resented as a vector in space. This not only greatly reduces dimensionality, but also re-
veals the associative relationship between comments. The PLSA finds aspects of the words
known as topics that can deeply distinguish comments with different meanings.

The authors presented the PLSA to improve the results of the LSA. The data from
the comments analyzed by the PLSA have benefits for the evaluation of students in fields
of education, such as understanding the behavior and situations of students, focusing on
topics with different meanings, topics that may reflect students’ learning attitudes, under-
standing of subjects, learning difficulties and learning activities of students in each class.

The model was constructed from the feedback data in one class and then as a test, the
model was applied to the feedback data of another class and finally, the predicted score
was compared with the notes in the corresponding original data, repeating the procedure
in each lesson and calculating the results. This approach significantly improved the overall
results of forecast accuracy compared to the LSA and PLSA models, then ANN (neural
and artificial networks) and SVM (support vector machine) techniques were used to build
models for predicting students’ final grades. After testing both methods, the results were
compared and showed that the methods used by the authors can accurately predict the
students’ grades based on feedback data.

Peñafiel et al. (2018) used an application of data mining based on computational tech-
niques such as text mining and sentiment analysis, with the aim of evaluating the open
questions of online surveys conducted by university professors. The results provided rel-
evant information concerning the time that teachers use when incorporating online plat-
forms in the process of teaching-learning, as well as the teacher’s acceptance or rejection
of the use of these tools.

The data used for this study correspond to the research carried out in the learning plat-
form of the National Polytechnic School, Higher Education Institution of South Amer-
ica from September 2014 to January 2015, applied to teachers to make a diagnosis of
the perception of the use of virtual classrooms as a teaching tool in the classroom. The
methodology proposed by the authors can be used to evaluate open or optional questions in
the educational context, such as support for traditional evaluation methods. Consequently,
they can be used to make decisions that should help improve the teaching and learning
process.

Clarizia et al. (2018) used the mixed term graph (MGTs), obtained by the latent direc-
tory allocation approach, as a tool for the classification of feelings. The method is based on
the construction of reference MGTs from documents labeled according to students’ feel-
ings. The proposed method was applied in e-learning to measure the classroom’s mood
in relation to topics, allowing teachers the option to better adjust their teaching approach.
The proposed method was tested in real cases with effective results.

Spatiotis et al. (2018) presented an opinion mining platform capable of classifying the
classes participants’ opinions according to their polarity and analyzing them to contribute
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to improving the teaching procedure. The data used in this work are a set of opinions
collected from questionnaires of more than 2,600 teachers who participated in e-learning
courses through the HEP system.

Islam et al. (2019) explored the various aspects of student interaction data using data
mining techniques such as clustering and association to identify relevant behavior pat-
terns. The research used a set of data generated by the Blackboard learning management
system. The data covered the online activities of students of EAD courses from January 9
to november 31, 2016.

The study used k-averaging grouping, association rule mining, Map-Reduce, IQR, and
other algorithms to prepare data and identify multiple online profiles of students who ex-
hibited similar patterns in learning activities and strategies. A structure was also proposed
to analyze data based on R and Hadoop platforms to correlate online profiles with student
performance.

Based on the identified online profiles, students’ involvement can be identified when
they change from one profile to another during the academic period. The proposed analyti-
cal framework can help to further outline online profiles at more granular levels of activity
that are associated with student grades. Consequently, providing a basis for predicting a
student’s expected final academic performance.

Hussain et al. (2018) applied statistical machine learning techniques for predictive
analysis. They proposed a model which predicts the outcome or behavior based on data
from LMS moodle records, identifying under performing and inactive students, allowing
the instructor to make decisions before the final exam. In this study, the dataset used for
the experiments was obtained from the anonymous database "Learn Moodle".

The data were collected in the sessions of the free online course designed for educa-
tional purposes in any educational institution from August 7 to September 4, 2016, taught
by Moodle PTY LTD. In this total of online courses, 6119 were enrolled and 2 instruc-
tors facilitated the students in the online course. The data refer to the participation of the
students in a discussion forum, filling out questionnaires, taking the exam, participating
in the workshop, and holding events during the course.

The authors concluded that the classification technique of the diffuse disordered rule
induction algorithm (FURIA) achieves high accuracy in the detection of inactive students,
it also predicts the different categories of the student during the Moodle course and the K-
means cluster is also able to group inactive and active users and users with unsatisfactory
performance. The result of the experiment demonstrates that the proposed system can be
easily integrated into the Moodle system to send alerts to inactive and low-performance
students during the completion of the course and build an efficient educational environ-
ment for students.

The aim of Altaf et al. (2019) research was to assess whether neural networks can be
used to predict student performance based on data from a Campus Management System
(CMS) log file. The applicability of neural networks was assessed through two case stud-
ies, comparing the predictive performance in the data set obtained from the log records
of 900 students divided into 10 courses, between the years 2016 and 2017, that used the
virtual Moodle environment.
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The resources used for the training originated from the LMS data acquired in the devel-
opment of each course and from data such as the grades obtained in the course assignments
and questionnaires. The study aimed to assess the extent to which Neural Networks can
predict student performance and assess the need for academic assistance. The authors con-
cluded that when considering performance indicators, the neural network is an excellent
classifier and can be used to predict whether the student needs academic help.

Olanrewaju et al. (2016) introduced a new approach called Feedback Analysis Mech-
anism distributed (DFAM) for Big Data based on knowledge that can be applicable to
the improvement of the concepts associated with the e-learning mechanisms on the cloud
platform. The proposed system design perspective also included the analysis of feedback
of different types of feelings provided by the respective users of the proposed system.
The proposed DFAM design principle included collaborative and distributed character-
istics where collaborative characteristics signify the evolution of the transmission and
processing of a huge flow of heterogeneous data, such as structured, unstructured, and
semi-structured data.

DFAM’s planned performance evaluation adopted experiential characters. In this
study, a complete collaborative interaction application was designed. The user profile is
made based on the collected user data and then a semantic analysis of the educational
data from the necessary discussion forum was evaluated. Experimental prototyping uses
an algorithmic approach to mining and motto modules that were designed in DFAM. Ac-
cording to the authors, the proposed study will be useful for the continuation of research
in Data Mining and Big Data analytics.

Yang et al. (2014) proposed a learning style prediction method based on a pattern
recognition technique, which works as a middleware. That technique can be applied to
other intelligent tutoring systems, while it can process topic dependent data for tracking
and update the learning style results recursively.

The forecasting process was divided into two steps. The first step identified the main
dimension of the learning style, which is used to turn a multilabel classification prob-
lem into a single label classification problem. The second step used continuously updated
learning information to classify new students into three groups based on the dimension of
the selected learning style. The concepts and methodology used in the development of the
mathematical model can also be applied to other approaches to the learning style and other
intelligent learning systems after some modifications. The method predicts learning styles
by observing critical learning behaviors. The experimental evaluations demonstrated the
efficacy of this prediction method.

Kotsiantis et al. (2010) proposed a system that combines an incremental version of
Naive Bayes, 1-NN and WINNOW algorithms, using the voting methodology to predict
student performance in a distance learning system. With the help of the proposed tech-
nique, tutors are able to know which of their students will complete a module or course
accurately.

The application of the technique proposed by the authors in predicting the performance
of students proved useful in identifying poor performances and it may allow tutors to take
preventive measures at an earlier stage, even at the beginning of the school year, in order
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to provide additional assistance to risk groups. According to the authors, the probability
of a more accurate diagnosis of students’ performance increases as new curriculum data
is entered during the school year, offering tutors results that are more effective.

Chang and Chu (2010) presented a behavioral learning model based on Learning Be-
havioral Petri Nets (LBPN) to simulate a situation in which students participate in an
e-learning course and then generate their behavioral patterns. The results can be used to
recommend appropriate learning content for students automatically and efficiently. Behav-
ioral patterns generated based on the LBPN-based behavioral learning model were com-
pared with actual data collected from 117 elementary school students, and the compared
results confirmed that LBPN facilitates research for web-based learning environments.

Omar and Abdesselam (2017) carried out studies with clustering algorithms applied
to an e-learning platform. The algorithms were applied to the interaction traces in log files
extracted from the Bechar University e-learning platform. Experiments were carried out
with some classification algorithms, to test and compare their performance. Three algo-
rithms that form the two large clustering classification families (partitioning, hierarchical)
were used: K-means, CLARA and BIRCH. The author’s work consisted of developing a
comparative survey between automatic classification algorithms, where several concepts
related to data mining and the KDD process were defined and the execution of some data
mining algorithms. Each algorithm is adapted to a specific context so that it can succeed in
one context and fail in another. According to the authors, the choice of the right algorithm
is based on data and needs and, among the classification algorithms used, k-means proved
very effective since properly configured.

Okubo et al. (2017) used a method to predict final grades of students through a Re-
current Neural Network (RNN) from the data stored in educational systems. The data
represented the learning activities of students who used the learning management system,
the electronic portfolio system and the e-book system. The authors applied this method to
the registration data of 108 students of the "Information Science" course, which began in
April 2016. Students were required each week to submit a report, answer a questionnaire,
write a logbook for a class, and read slides and review using the three systems.

The tests performed by the authors showed that the accuracy of the prediction by the
RNN is higher than 90% using the registration data until the 6th week and that, compared
with the multiple regression analysis, the RNN is effective for the early prediction of the
final notes.

Graf et al. (2011) presented an Academic Analysis Tool (AAT) developed in the Moo-
dle Analytics project that incorporates functionality to analyze data related to students’
behavior in the learning systems. AAT is a software application that allows users to ac-
cess and analyze student behavior data in learning systems, also it allows users to extract
detailed information about how students interact and learn in online courses using a learn-
ing system. The app is primarily intended for learning designers who want to get feedback
on how students use and learn in courses, but can also be used by teachers.

This tool can provide valuable information about students’ learning processes, en-
abling the identification of difficult or inappropriate learning materials and therefore can
contribute significantly to the design of student support activities and resources.
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The tool allows users to run predefined and customized queries on any learning system
that stores their data in a SQL-accessible database, it also allows users to progressively
enhance the tool’s analytical capabilities with a simple-to-use graphical user interface. It
is possible to generate automated interventions to increase student retention, motivation,
and/or learning, and generate customized dashboards to share progress information with
tutors and students, thus meeting the institutional objectives of quality and access.

Rayón et al. (2014) designed and developed a system Scalable Competence Assess-
ment (SCALA) through a Learning Analysis approach, which integrates how the user in-
teracts with resources and how students and teachers interact with each other. The system
tracks the data to support competency assessment and the results are obtained by applying
clustering and association rules mining algorithms. SCALA is an integrated, extensible
web platform to support competencies assessment that visualizes learning metrics in a
dashboard and extracts data using analytics techniques for discovering student patterns
and metric relationships in web-based educational systems.

The experiment carried out with SCALA presented to the professors a panel with en-
riched headings of combined data sets obtained from six learning evaluation activities,
carried out with a group of 28 students of the 2013/14 school course of the Engineering
Degree Course of the University of Deusto working on the competence of teamwork. The
authors also showed how the discovery of patterns through different data mining algo-
rithms and visualization techniques suggests a simple pedagogical policy.

Uzir et al. (2020) presented a new learning analysis methodology that combines three
complementary techniques - agglomerative hierarchical cluster, epistemic network anal-
ysis and process mining. The methodology allows the identification and interpretation of
self-regulated learning in terms of the use of learning strategies.

This new methodology allows new insights into learning strategies, studying the fre-
quency, strength of the connections between ordering and the execution time of time man-
agement, and learning tactics. The authors conducted an investigation on a first-year basic
studies course at an Australian university. Tracking data were collected from students en-
rolled in 2017 and 2018. The number of students enrolled in 2017 and 2018 was 250 (124
women, 107 men, 19 others) and 232 (131 women, 79 men, 22 others), respectively. The
course lasted 13 weeks and included 12 course topics.

This investigation provided empirical evidence and contributed to the understanding of
the diversity of strategies adopted by students during the study in a virtual environment.
The research showed the importance of various time management and learning tactics
to promote effective learning strategies to improve self-regulation and academic perfor-
mance. From an educator’s perspective, this study can inform productive educational prac-
tices to help students succeed in combined and online learning. It can support educators in
encouraging the effective use of learning strategies by making the necessary modifications
to their teaching approach and/or planning actionable feedback interventions.

Guo et al. (2020) presented an LA-based method, which has a structure designed and
implemented to meet the problem of predicting students’ attitude towards mixed learning
classes. The authors introduced sentiment analysis to transform textual data into numerical
sentiment scores. They also made comparisons between several typical classification and
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regression algorithms that showed better forecasting performance, through experiments in
a combined C ++ programming class, which featured an online blended learning platform,
the prediction for the students’ attitude was verified as feasible.

From the comparison between several typical classifications and regression algo-
rithms, the Support VectorMachine classifier and the Support Vector Regression regressor
showed better prediction performance. Besides, the importance of sentiment analysis for
textual data was also significant for the forecast objective.

Table 6
List of articles with methods/techniques of data analysis

References/Authors Data analysis methods / techniques

Altaf et al. (2019) Neural Networks to predict student performance based on data from the log file.
Chaffai et al. (2017) Scalable ETL pipeline infrastructure architecture.
Chang and Chu (2010) Learning behavioral model based on LBPN (learning behavioral Petri Nets).

Clarizia et al. (2018) Mixed graph of terms, obtained by using the latent directory allocation approach, as a
tool for the classification of feelings.

Graf et al. (2011) Academic analysis tool developed in the Moodle Analytics project.

Guo et al. (2020) LA-basedmethod, which has a structure designed and implemented tomeet the problem
of predicting the attitude of student.

Hussain et al. (2018) Machine Learning statistical technique using predictive analysis.
Islam et al. (2019) Data mining techniques such as clustering and association.
Jovanović et al. (2020) Explanatory model of student behavior, identifying patterns in online activity.

Kotsiantis et al. (2010) System that combines an incremental version of Naive Bayes, 1-NN and WINNOW
algorithms, using the voting methodology.

Lara et al. (2014) Educational Data Mining System.

Okubo et al. (2017) Method for predicting final grades of students by an RNN from the registration data
stored in educational systems.

Olivé et al. (2018) Software structures for developing educational data mining and LA forecasting models.
Omar andAbdesselam (2017) Clustering algorithms applied to an e-learning platform.

Peñafiel et al. (2018) Application of data mining using computational techniques, such as text mining and
sentiment analysis.

Qu et al. (2018) Student performance prediction framework, which includes data processing using data
stored in the warehouse.

Olanrewaju et al. (2016) Approach called Feedback Analysis Mechanism distributed for Big Data.

Rayón et al. (2014) SCALA System - Scalable Competence Assessment through a Learning Analysis ap-
proach.

Ros et al. (2017) PCA Algorithm - Principal Component Analysis.
Sorour et al. (2015) Methods based on a latent statistical class for the task of forecasting the student’s grade.
Spatiotis et al. (2018) Opinion mining platform capable of classifying the opinions of participants in classes.

Uzir et al. (2020) Learning analysis methodology that combines three complementary techniques - ag-
glomerative hierarchical cluster, epistemic network analysis and process mining.

Yang et al. (2014) Learning style prediction method based on a pattern recognition technique.
Zorrilla et al. (2010) System oriented to results analysis, generic for different e-learning platforms.

Jovanović et al. (2020) aimed to establish an explanatory model of student behavior,
identifying patterns in online activity, offering new opportunities to identify patterns that
can be easily interpreted by instructors, resulting in opportunities for interventions that in-
volve human judgment. The study developed used registration data stored in the Learning
Management System (LMS) database of three consecutive offers from a first-year course
completely online at an Australian university in 2018. The 10-week course was mandatory
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for all online students, regardless of their specialization. The number of students enrolled
in the 2018 course editions was 290, 389, and 390, respectively.

The proposed method and the results offered important implications for research and
practice. First, it improves student-level personalized process-level feedback to inform and
motivate a student’s move towards strategies that have proven successful in the context of
the course. Second, teacher-directed feedback provides support for the design of instruc-
tional interventions.

Table 6 shows the results of mapped articles that presented data analysis methods
and techniques applied in distance learning environments. The methods and techniques
of the mapped articles are data mining, classification algorithms, association, clustering,
analysis-oriented systems, software structures / architectures, computational techniques,
methods based on statistical classification, explanatory models, analysis tools, artificial
neural networks, big data and LA.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the methods / techniques found in the mapped arti-
cles. The data analysis technique was themost used, being found in 15 articles, followed by
data mining systems with 4 articles, data mining platform and software structure for data
mining with 2 articles each and analysis tool with 1 article. Among the main technologies,
the most used were software packages for data mining and neural networks respectively.

Figure 2. Methods or techniques of data analysis versus technologies used.

3.2. GQ2 - What benefits have been obtained for students, teachers and managers
through data analysis in the field of distance education?

The articles indicate benefits obtained through analysis of student data stored in virtual
environments or in academic management systems. The benefits can be categorized into
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two aspects: 1) methods and techniques and 2) intelligent services. The benefits cate-
gorized as methods and techniques are: software frameworks for developing prediction
models (Olivé et al., 2018), educational data mining system (Lara et al., 2014), pipeline
infrastructure (Chaffai et al., 2017), student performance prediction structure (Qu et al.,
2018), system oriented to analysis of results (Zorrilla et al., 2010), algorithms (Ros et
al., 2017), methods based on a latent statistical class (Sorour et al., 2015), application of
data mining using computational techniques (Peñafiel et al., 2018), mixed chart of terms
(Clarizia et al., 2018), opinion mining platform (Spatiotis et al., 2018), data mining tech-
niques such as grouping and association (Islam et al., 2019), statistical machine learning
technique (Hussain et al., 2018), distributed feedback analysis engine for Big Data (Altaf
et al., 2019), neural networks to predict performance (Olanrewaju et al., 2016), learning
style prediction method, system that uses (Yang et al., 2014), voting methodology (Kot-
siantis et al., 2010), based learning behavioral model (Chang and Chu, 2010), clustering
algorithms (Omar and Abdesselam, 2017), method for predicting students’ final grades
by an RNR (Okubo et al., 2017), academic analysis tool (Graf et al., 2011), complemen-
tary techniques - agglomerate hierarchical cluster, epistemic network analysis and process
mining (Rayón et al., 2014), learning analysis methodology (Uzir et al., 2020), method
based on Learning Analytics (Guo et al., 2020) and explanatory model of student behavior
(Jovanović et al., 2020).

The benefits categorized as intelligent services are: learning management system
(Lavoie and Proulx, 2019), semantic recommendation using ontology (Sharma and Ahuja,
2016); hybrid recommendation based on student profile (Kapembe and Quenum, 2019);
deep reinforcement learning structure (Huang et al., 2019); decision-making system
(El Fouki et al., 2017), content-based recommendation system (Venugopalan et al., 2016),
domain-specific language (Balderas et al., 2013), WAVE architecture (Manhães et al.,
2014), intelligent teaching assistant system (Wang et al., 2019), profile analysis system
(El Moustamid et al., 2017), algorithm based on the technique of optimizing ant colonies
(Kozierkiewicz-Hetmańska and Zyśk, 2013), prototype indicators (Florian et al., 2011),
online learning systems based on big data technologies (Dahdouh et al., 2018), agent-
based recommendation system, Java2D technology-based e-learning system (Hamada,
2012), ID based recommendation system (Zakrzewska, 2012; Anaya et al., 2013), cap-
ture system (Lagman and Mansul, 2017), custom model (Chanaa and Faddouli, 2018),
ontology model (Joy et al., 2019), evaluation tool (Dimopoulos et al., 2013), adaptive rec-
ommendation method (Chen et al., 2020), Kernel Context Recommendender System al-
gorithm (Iqbal et al., 2019), distributed course recommendation systems (Dahdouh et al.,
2019), custom user interface (Kolekar et al., 2018), recommendation system techniques
for educational data mining (Thai-Nghe et al., 2010), individualized artificial intelligence
tutor and LBA model (Kim and Kim, 2020) based on a system called SBAN (Zaoudi and
Belhadaoui, 2020).
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Figure 3. Data analysis benefits.

The application of methods and techniques of data analysis provide student grade
prediction, behavior pattern detection, academic progress forecasting, modeling, course
dropout risk prediction, also providing student performance feedback to teachers. In ad-
dition, managers and teachers can offer recommendation systems to solve problems in the
teaching and learning process by providing appropriate content that meets the individual
needs and preferences of students.

Figure 3 shows that the use of data analysis benefits not only students and teachers
but also managers who can use analytical models to conduct more targeted campaigns,
offer differentiated services according to the student’s profile and the information obtained
through the analysis of the data assist managers in decision making in the short, medium
and long term.

3.3. FQ1 - Are there methods/techniques of analysis that have been using historical log
records of students in the field of distance education?

Of the 51 mapped articles, 21% (11/51) present the application of analysis methods in the
student interaction details left in the logs of the learning management systems. The au-
thors Lara et al. (2014) used data mining techniques in moodle’s internal database logs in
order to discover the representative patterns of each group of students. Many data mining
techniques are applied to educational data to solve problems of grouping, classification,
association, time analysis, among others. The proposal aims to solve the problems men-
tioned globally through an integrated system, which not only solves the problems sepa-
rately but is also able to identify students who are likely to drop out of the course based on
the analysis of the time of the actions they perform in the classroom. The proposed system
was evaluated based on real data from students of the Open University of Madrid enrolled
in different courses that are part of undergraduate programs generated satisfactory results.
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Islam et al. (2019) used the data mining techniques applied in the student interaction
data to identify behavior patterns and possible key attributes to predict academic perfor-
mance. The research was conducted at a Saudi educational institute, in a data set generated
by the Blackboard learningmanagement system. The data involved the activities of the stu-
dents from January 9 to november 30, 2016. Grouping of k-means, mining of association
rules, Map-Reduce, IQR, and other algorithms were used to prepare the data and identify
various profiles of students who exhibited similar patterns in learning activities and strate-
gies. A framework was proposed to analyze this interaction data based on R and Hadoop
platforms to correlate online profiles with student performance, and key findings identified
various patterns of online user profiles based on a set of learning strategies adopted.

Hussain et al. (2018) applied statistical techniques to the log data in the moodle to
identify underperforming or inactive students and allow the instructor to make intelligent
decisions before the final exam. The applied techniques aimed at detecting the inactive stu-
dent by analyzing the interaction data withMoodle and, second, detecting the student with
low performance during the course based on the student’s grades and events so that the in-
structor can intervene in real-time. In the third moment, find the activities and events that
are strongly related to excellent students and finally, find the appropriate ML algorithms
to predict inactive and underperforming students.

Altaf et al. (2019) used artificial neural networks to predict student performance based
on log data from a campus management system, containing information on 900 students in
10 courses, thus allowing to compare predictive performance between courses and assess
whether predictors that identify individual courses affect performance.

Omar and Abdesselam (2017) used classification algorithms in the interaction traits
with an e-learning platform and, specifically, in a log file extracted from the e-learning
platform of the University of Bechar in order to test and compare the performance of the
algorithms.

Graf et al. (2011) presented an academic analysis tool developed in moodle analyt-
ics that incorporates functionality to analyze data related to student behavior and provide
teachers and course designers with more detailed and meaningful information about stu-
dent behavior and the use of learning resources in EAD courses. The tool developed in-
corporates functionality to access and analyze data related to student behavior in online
learning systems.

Florian et al. (2011) developed a prototype that implements indicators as examples of
analytical learning applications. The research focuses on the concept of social plans and
analyzes social perspectives for accessing Moodle tracking data, analyzing the reuse of
Moodle tracking data for student and groupmodeling, andmoodle activity logging to build
advanced student models based on activities in a social context. The prototyping process
indicated that moodle activity tracking includes data on more complex social structures
in virtual learning environments.

Lagman and Mansul (2017) created a system that captures each student’s e-learning
paths and it can determine difficult topics and subjects, in which it is essential to pro-
vide academic intervention to students, serving as a complementary educational tool to
help students improve their academic performance. The developed system can capture the
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learning trajectories of students. The importance of identifying students’ learning paths
can lead to the identification of difficult topics and subjects that are vital to students’ aca-
demic counseling.With this, the necessary academic interventions can be given to students
to increase the percentage of approval in the course.

Chanaa and Faddouli (2018) proposed a customized model to improve the course com-
pletion rate and provide appropriate content that meets the individual needs and prefer-
ences of the student. The personalized model aimed to analyze the cognitive acquisition
of students throughout the learning period, combining cognition analysis with sentiment
analysis and the learning style of each student. Data were collected and processed based
on the tracks of the students’ activities from different records of the learning management
system.

Dimopoulos et al. (2013) presented an evaluation tool, called Enriched Learning Ana-
lytics Rubric (LAe-R), which was developed as a Moodle plug-in containing related crite-
ria and classification levels that are associated with data extracted from student interaction
analysis and learning behavior in a moodle course. The article presented by Kolekar et al.
(2018) aimed to understand the characteristics of the students and generate the custom
user interface according to their learning styles, based on analysis of the web log. The
architecture consists of two important modules. The first module identifies learning styles
using web log analysis, and the second module provides adaptation to the Moodle-based
portal according to the learning styles identified by students, also provides content as well
as a user interface tailored to each student according to their learning style.

Table 7 presents the methods/techniques found in articles that used data analysis using
log history in order to identify learning behavior patterns, identify underperforming or
inactive students, and intervene by offering personalized tools or content as educational
support.

Table 7
List of articles that contain analysis methods using records and log history

References/Authors Analysis Methods/Techniques

Altaf et al. (2019) Neural networks to predict student performance based on log data.

Chanaa and Faddouli (2018) Customizedmodel with threemain components, sentimental analysis, cognitive analysis
and learning style.

Dimopoulos et al. (2013) Evaluation tool, called Enriched Heading of Learning Analytics (LAe-R).
Florian et al. (2011) Prototype that implements indicators as examples of learning analytical.
Graf et al. (2011) Academic analysis tool developed in moodle analytics.
Hussain et al. (2018) Statistical techniques in log data in Moodle.
Islam et al. (2019) Data mining techniques applied to student interaction data.
Lagman and Mansul (2017) System that captures each student’s e-learning paths.
Lara et al. (2014) Data mining techniques in the log data in moodle’s internal database.
Kolekar et al. (2018) User interface customized according to your learning styles, based on web log analysis.
Omar andAbdesselam (2017) Classification algorithms in the interaction traits with an e-learning platform.

Figure 4 shows the published articles that used data analysis methods based on records
and log histories. Various methods or techniques were used. The methods or techniques
most used by the authors were: data analysis with 37% (Islam et al., 2019; Hussain et
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al., 2018; Altaf et al., 2019; Omar and Abdesselam, 2017), followed by learning systems
with 27% (Lagman and Mansul, 2017; Chanaa and Faddouli, 2018; Kolekar et al., 2018),
Assessment tool with 18% (Graf et al., 2011; Dimopoulos et al., 2013), Recommendation
System (Florian et al., 2011) and Data mining Systems with 9% (Lara et al., 2014).

Figure 4. Articles with analysis methods using records and log histories.

3.4. FQ2. Are There Intelligent Services for Collaborative Groups of Learners in the
Field of Distance Education?

Group work is an important resource for teachers to promote collaborative learning, but
there are many difficulties in identifying students with similar profiles in the formation
of solid groups, in the case of distance learning courses, these difficulties increase and
research on systems for the analysis of student profiles to recommend collaborative study
groups are still scarce. Among the 51 articles mapped, three articles address the theme
approached in the focal question 2.

Kolekar et al. (2018) developed an e-learning application based on the moodle frame-
work that captures student usage data and analyzes that data to identify group students ac-
cording to the learning style, generating a personalized interface for the user. The FSLSM
learning style model is a combination of three other models that combine the best of all
these models (Kolb, Pask, Dunn-Dunn, Myers-Briggs, Felder-Silverman, among others).
This model (FSLSM) categorizes students into a predefined set of learning style classes
and has eight categories or classes of students, namely Sensing, Intuitive, Global, Sequen-
tial, Verbal, Visual, Reflective, and Active.

The group recommendation system proposed by Zakrzewska (2012) aims to suggest
that new students choose colleagues, with whom they can learn together, using the same
resources as the course. It is assumed that student groups have already been created and
that they consist of learners with similar characteristics, such as cognitive styles, usability
preferences or whose historical behaviors were very similar. The recommendations are
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based on three collections of data: the attributes of the group members, the teaching ma-
terials equipped with flags indicating the target students and the third of a new student re-
source. The system performs two tasks: recommending teaching materials for groups and
recommending groups for new students. In the system presented by the authors, agents are
implemented to provide each new student with recommendations from classes of students
of similar profiles and, consequently, indicate appropriate learning resources, or refer the
student to the tutor if any group of similar peers does not exist.

Anaya et al. (2013) proposed an influence diagram,which includes the observable vari-
ables relevant to assess collaboration and the variable that represents whether the student
collaborates or not. The main objective was to create a system that analyzes the track-
ing and collaboration assessments of students to identify the student’s circumstances and
propose a personal recommendation to the target student. The analysis provides teachers
and students with a friendly explanation that can help them correct deficiencies in the
collaboration process, thereby increasing their confidence and improving their learning.

Themain recommendation systems have similar characteristics, namely, they are based
on the analysis of student profiles and mostly offer learning content recommendation
(Sharma and Ahuja, 2016; Venugopalan et al., 2016; Chanaa and Faddouli, 2018; Joy
et al., 2019; Kim and Kim, 2020), recommendation of learning objects (Kapembe and
Quenum, 2019), exercise recommendation (Huang et al., 2019), course recommendation
(El Moustamid et al., 2017; Dahdouh et al., 2019) and learning resources (Chen et al.,
2020).

3.5. FQ3 - What are the perceived trends?

The VOSViewer bibliometric mapping tool (van Eck and Waltman, 2018) was used to
study research interest in the 51 articles mapped and published from 2010 to 2020 in the
ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore Digital Library, Springer Library, ScienceDirect and
Scopus databases. The tool was used to identify clusters that indicated shared areas of
interest based on the content of the publications.

After the normalization of the terms, that is, the identification and classification of
synonyms, the VOSViewer tool identified 48 items and 4 clusters among the 51 selected
publications. Table 8 shows the terms and the number of occurrences in the articles.

Table 8
Top clusters, terms and number of occurrences.

Cluster Terms Number of occurences

Blue Student 80
Red System 77
Green Data 76
Yellow Technique 29

Figure 5 shows the density of terms and the formation of clusters of interest, grouped
by colors according to the proximity of the terms. Clusters are characterized as follows:
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Figure 5. Cluster density.

• Blue Cluster: This cluster consists of 13 items, and the term “Student” stood out from
the others with 80 occurrences. This cluster also relates to course, model, framework,
activity, instructor, process, LMS indicating relationships in the context of students and
courses. This cluster also connects with other clusters as highlighted in Figure 6.

• Green Cluster: This cluster houses 15 items. In this cluster, the highlight refers to the
term “data” that was observed in 76 occurrences and relating to various algorithms.
Figure 7 presents the connection of the main term with other clusters and other terms.

Figure 6. Blue cluster connections. Figure 7. Green cluster connections.

• Red Cluster: This is the largest cluster, consisting of 18 items, with a focus on “sys-
tems” with 77 occurrences, followed by other terms with smaller occurrences, such
as “learner”, with 44, and “learning”, with 26. Figure 8 shows that the term “system”
connects with the other clusters and with the other terms.
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• Yellow Cluster: Smaller cluster, composed of only 2 items, and the term “technique”
has 29 occurrences and the term “strategy” 11. Like others, the yellow cluster has con-
nections to other clusters and other terms, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8. Red cluster connections. Figure 9. Yellow cluster connections.

Figure 10 provides an overview of the connections between terms from the same clus-
ter or different clusters. Connections are determined by factors such as the occurrence of
terms in articles. This model represents the overlap of chronological incidence of terms
on the cluster map.

Figure 10. Overview of the relationship between terms.

The identification and presentation of clusters point to the main terms explored in
the final corpus comprising 51 articles. After analyzing the 48 grouping terms, 6 terms
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were identified that stand out as a search trend, being: recommendation system (Thai-
Nghe et al., 2010; Anaya et al., 2013; Venugopalan et al., 2016; Kapembe and Quenum,
2019; Iqbal et al., 2019; Dahdouh et al., 2019), educational data mining (Thai-Nghe et
al., 2010; Lara et al., 2014; Olivé et al., 2018), analysis (Zorrilla et al., 2010; Graf et
al., 2011; Olanrewaju et al., 2016; Ros et al., 2017; Peñafiel et al., 2018; Uzir et al.,
2020), learning management system (Okubo et al., 2017; Olivé et al., 2018; Chanaa and
Faddouli, 2018; Lavoie and Proulx, 2019), e-learning and platform e-learning (Chang
and Chu, 2010; Zorrilla et al., 2010; Hamada, 2012; Anaya et al., 2013; Olanrewaju et
al., 2016; Omar and Abdesselam, 2017; El Fouki et al., 2017; Lagman and Mansul, 2017;
Clarizia et al., 2018; Joy et al., 2019; Dahdouh et al., 2019). These terms are within the
red, blue and green clusters, and they have connections with each other and connections
to the other clusters.

Figure 11 focuses on research questions versus the objectives of the mapped articles
and the result corroborates the trends identified through the VOSViewer tool. The selected
articles mainly refer to the intelligent systems of recommendations, analysis systems and
the terms “learning analytics” and “e-learning”.

Figure 11 shows that intelligent services as recommendation systems are highlighted.
A less explored scenario is composed of collaborative intelligent services for the iden-
tification and creation of groups. Only three articles addressed this theme, Anaya et al.
(2013), Zakrzewska (2012) and Dahdouh et al. (2019).

Figure 11. Research questions versus the objectives of the mapped articles.

3.6. SQ1 -In which databases were the works published?

The research carried out between 2010 and June 2020 resulted in 51 publications. Most of
the publications found were in the ACMDigital Library database with 63% of the articles,
followed by the IEEE Xplore Digital Library databases with 13%, Springer Library with
12%, ScienceDirect with 8%, and Scopus with only 4%.
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3.7. SQ2 - Where were the works developed?

The articles were mapped according to the country where the authors’ institutions are
located. In this sense, the study shows that China participated in the largest number of
articles with 8 followed by Morocco with 7, Spain with 6, India with 5, Greece with 4 and
Japan with 3 and other countries with fewer publications, as highlighted in Figure 12.

Figure 13 presents the number of studies per year from 2010 to June 2020, emphasizing
the identification of the article and the publication base. In 2010, 5 articles were published.
From 2010 to 2016, there were increases and decreases in publications with no trend.
But as of 2016, the increase in the number of publications is significant. The search for
articles ended in June 2020with the count of six articles which indicates a relevant number
compared to previous years.

Figure 13 presents the number of studies per year from 2010 to June 2020, emphasizing
the identification of the article and the publication basis.

In 2010, 5 articles were published, with a decrease in 2011 and 2012, an increase in
the publication in 2013 and 2014, a significant decrease in 2015, an increase in 2016 and
significant growth between 2017 and 2020, with 7 publications in 2017, 9 publications in
2018 and 2019 and 6 publications from January to June 2020.

Figure 12. Publishing Countries.
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Figure 13. Publication by year and by search base.

4. Final Considerations and Future Research

The distance education has been increasing in the educational area and its use contributes
to the generation of data from the interaction and learning behavior of students. The ap-
plication of methods and techniques of data analysis can identify patterns of behaviors
of students, allowing the prediction of academic progress and possible abandonment, and
enabling teachers andmanagers tomake decisions in the face of the problems encountered.

This work identified the current scenario in publications regarding data analysis, data
mining educations, collaborative groups, LA and intelligent systems applied to distance
education. A systematic mapping study was adopted to identify and analyze the articles
selected in this research.

The research allowed the identification of articles that used methods and techniques of
data analysis in distance education environments. Of the 51 articles selected, 47% (24/51)
presented LA methods and/or techniques, algorithms, clustering techniques, association
and classification, analysis-oriented systems, software structures/architectures, computa-
tional techniques, methods based on statistical classes, analysis tools, neural networks and
Big Data. These techniques and models can be used in the discovery of patterns of student
behaviors, allowing teachers and managers to use the information to reduce the problems
faced in conducting distance education courses, such as failure and dropout.

The offer of intelligent services within the scope of the distance education was ob-
served in 53% (27/51) of the selected articles. The main intelligent services offered are
learning system, recommendation systems, systems for profile analysis, data analysis algo-
rithms, machine learning algorithms, intelligent tutoring and recommendation systems. In
this way these intelligent services promote improvements in learning and make it possible
to minimize the dropout rate in distance education courses.

In 21% (11/51) of the articles, methods and techniques of data analysis applied in the
log records of students in the distance education courses were observed, in order to iden-
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tify learning behavior patterns, underperforming or inactive students, and intervene by
offering personalized tools or content as educational support. The main techniques found
are data mining techniques, statistical techniques, artificial neural network, classification
algorithms, prototype that implements indicators as examples of learning analytical, cus-
tom model and sentiment analysis, cognitive analysis and learning style.

Although the research identified a variety of intelligent services, there was a gap when
it came to intelligent collaborative services, among the 51 articles mapped only 5% (3/51)
presented intelligent collaborative services to identify and create groups of students. The
result found points to the need for a deepening in the research and development of this
type of intelligent service.

The study also identified a growing interest increase in research related to the use of
intelligent service and LA in distance education. This increase can be observed in the years
2017 to June 2020 with 31 articles published. The results obtained validate the perception
and trends of research in recommendation systems, analysis, e-learning, educational data
mining and learning management system.

As a future work, it is intended to conduct research with students and teachers in or-
der to obtain data and opinions on the use, challenges, characteristics and potentialities of
distance education. In addition, research work will be conducted to develop an intelligent
recommendation system that allows the provision of individual and contingent feedback
to the academic performance of the student based on the results of the analysis of this sys-
tematic mapping study and conduct a state-of-the-art study on the main causes of dropout
in distance courses.
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